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Words from the Ed_it_or-+-1Fall Semester 2001 is here and by the time this reaches your hands. all of
the classes will be filled and those of us who didn't register on time will be
crashing the classrooms. Good luck in finding that kind hearted professor to
let you into to their class.

Que Ondee Sola

is a 29 year old Latino student ,
month!}' journal/ magazine. Our
mission is to provide our campus
with a relevant. engaging. and
educational publication that deals
with student issues, particular!}'
those of Latinos and other
' people of color, along with issues
that are of importance to our
communities.

First let us welcome you back to NEIU. and for the freshmen we hope this
semester will be a great experience.

I

For the staff of Que Ondee Sola. the beginning of the fall semester is always
an exciting period. The reasons for this excitement are simple. This is the
fresh start of another year of publishing. As we hope you have noticed. we
haven't put out an issue since our double April/May issue last semester. After
10 straight months of hectic. difficult. and rewarding months of publishing. we
have had about three QOS- free months and it's about time we start up again.

l

In this edition very much has been covered. As you will notice. QOS has
continued to cover what is going on in Vieques. as well as. discussing more
frequently the issue of amnesty. For me. pages 3 and 4 are the most important.
but I think most of you will skip to "desde la cocina."
QOS sincerely thanks you for picking up this magazine and reading it. This is
going to be an exciting year at NEIU. Make sure you check out the Bombazo
taking place on Sept.13 from 6-9 in 8-Wing Courtyard.
Please write to us and let us know what you think about this publication. We
are always looking for more students to share their perspectives and experiences with our campus.
Take the QOS Challenge: keep reading.

I
I
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Que Ondee Sola also firm!}'
affirms the right of Puerto Rican
self determination.

Editor -in- Chief:
Michael Rodriguez Muniz
Staff:
Yady Romero
Angel Fuentes
EnriQUe Salgado, Ir.

Que Ondee Sola is published
at Northeastern Illinois Universi~y. The opinions expressed in
Que Ondee Sola do not necessari!Y renect those of the Adm in: istration. Responsibili~ for its :
.i contents lie sole!}' within the
staff.
I

I
We appreciate all suggestions
and contributions.
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Dear NEIU Student Body,
In several weeks Northeastern students will have the opportunity to be responsible. We can heed
our community's call. This is our opportunity to walk in support of ending the abuses against the
undocumented in this country and the bombing of the island of Vieques.
For Latinos, this responsibility weighs even heavier.
Our mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers and friends work and
contribute to this country without any rights or protections. It
is our families that are being split apart. Like America doesn't
belong to us too. Donde estan los Guatlmantecos, Mexicanos,
Salvadorenos, Hondurenos, Dominicanos ... ?

Youth March
for Amnesty & Vieques
Tuesday, September 18
5pm
Division & California

In Vieques, our people are dying a slow death of cancer and unemployment. Our children live
in fear of another accident like the one that killed David Sanes. They already voted to end the
bombing but it continues ... Donde estan los Boricuas?
On Tuesday, September 18, 2001 at 5:00 pm on the corner of Division and California, youth and
students from all over the city will come together to demand '~mnesty for the undocumented
and Paz Para Vieques." United we will walk to Division and
Ashland carrying our flags and banners sending this message
in a clear, peaceful, and united fashion.

ALL OUT TO
Washington DC
for Amnesty & Vieques
Tuesday, September 25

We call on all non-Latinos to join us side by side and
demand that the United States live up to what it professes
around the world and begin to respect human rights.

NEIU students, please do not turn your back on this opportunity to act with your peers against these two great abuses. Let us fulfill our responsibility and stand
with our communities. This student march will complement the DC mobilization on Sept. 25.
We await your continued support and we will see you on September 18 & 25. iPaz Para Vieques
and Amnesty Now! See pages 5 & 21 for more info on both events.
Sincerely,

Chimexla

Un ion for Puerto Rican Students

Que Ondee Sola
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The
Mexican/
Caribbe~n
Studies
Minor

How Students
Don't Matter

Do students matter? Do we have any impact on those
who make the decision that affect our academic lives
here at NEIU? Does this administration respect its
Latino students? The answer to each of these questions
is no. Recently, the arrogance ofthis administration has
shown its scandalous self and revealed the truth: students don 't matter.
Nearly a year ago, the Student Steering Committee
of the Mexican/Caribbean Studies Minor and NEIU's
administration entered into a dialogue and process
regarding the future of the Mexican/Caribbean Studies
Minor. In numerous meetings between both parties it
was agreed that no changes could be made to the existing program without the involvement and prior knowledge of the students. The administration repeatedly reiterated how important the students were to this process,
and that their impute was crucial.
But nothing could be farther from the truth. On December 15, 2000, the Student Steering Committee organized a meeting with then Dean of the College of Arts
and Science Hoda Mahoudi, Provost Estela Lopez, and
members of the CICS, Criminal Justice, and Foreign
Language Departments to discuss what steps needed to

'~ .. Provost Estela Lopez
decided to disregard the
recommendation and select
one of the other applicants."
4 Que Ondee Sola

The Statement of the
Student Steering Committee

"The administration
repeatedly reiterated how
important the students were
to this process..."
be taken in order to develop this minor. It was agreed
that the next step would be hiring a coordinator.
After months of reviewing and interviewing several
applicants for the coordinator position, the Search and
Screen Committee met for the last time to make its recommendation to the Dean of the College of Arts and
Science and the Provost. In anticipation of this meeting, the Student Steering Committee submitted to the
members of the Search and Screen Committee a statement endorsing one of the applicants. It is this applicant, which after a long discussion received the recommendation.
But despite the fact that both the students and the Search
and Screen Committee endorsed this applicant, Provost
Estela Lopez decided to disregard the recommendation
and select one of the other applicants.
After repeatedly affirming the importance of students in
this process, the administration has displayed its resolve
to act tyrannically. Apparently, the Provost thought she
knew who would make a better coordinator than the
Search and Screen Committee, who did thorough interviewing and research on the applicants; and the stu-

All out to

nes

Washington DC for the Undocumented Workers

Tuesday,

Sept. 25
2001

For info, at NEIU call ext. 4583 or queondeesola@hotmail.com

Provost Lopez has lost much
of the credibility she enjoyed
before this episode."

To all who have problems with class offerings, parking,financial aid, professors or whatever other issues affect students:
Things will only change when we demand that they do.
NEIU is here only to serve the students. If interested in
discussing these problems call us at ext. 4583 or visit E-041.

dents, who have by the virtue of being students, the
experience of knowing who would better facilitate their
needs. This is another example in a long tradition of
NEIU's administration of ignoring the demands of the
Latino students.

The last issue of Que Ondee Sola
(April/May Vol. 29 No. 4) had several errors.

In addition to acting against the process we had established, we have reason to believe that the Provost's decision was politically motivated and not based on critena.
Provost Lopez has lost much of the credibility she
enjoyed before this episode. We hope that she does not
take any more steps to undermine this program. In spite
of this, we are open to work with the new coordinator.
The Student Steering Committee of the Mexican/
Caribbean Studies Minor will continue to work on
behalf of the Mexican/Caribbean Studies Minor and
demand that this program be developed and enhanced
without the sacrificing it's history and integrity. The students must be respected!

Errata
•In the article, "Twisted Reporting Fuels Resentment
in the Arab and Muslim Community on Campus," we
wrongly stated that the author was the president of
Amnesty International's student chapter at NEIU. While
the author was a member of the student chapter, QOS
would like to clearly state that the article was not an
official statement ofAmnesty International or its student
chapter. Amnesty International was mentioned for purely
identification purposes.
•In the article, "Production, Dependence, Crime and
Fear," written by Francisco A. Catala Oliveras the photograph was not of the author.
•QOS incorrectly spelled the name of the author of the
poem, "Santana Poem: 'Bailes como ritos a Xipe-Topec'
- Chica banda, Cafe Tacuba." The author's name is Edith
Bucio.
QOS would like to apologize to our contributors and
readers for these errors. Thank you for reading.
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Update: Vieques
It has been quite some time since our last Vieques update, and in that time we have witnessed and experienced much surrounding this movement for peace.
In the following paragraphs we will briefly cover many of these events and in
so giving our readers the first Vieques update of the fall 2001 semester.

April 19
Over 200 people attended the forum "Call to Action: A MiniConference on the Violations of the Human Rights of the Puerto
Rican People." Primarily sponsored by the National Boricua
Human Rights Network, this event featured speakers Attorney Michael Deutsch, former Puerto Rican political prisoner Luis Rosa, Hunter College professor Ramon Bosque,
Vieques activist Carmen Valencia, and University of
Puerto Rico professor Arturo Massol Deya.

April 27
As the U.S. Navy began to bomb Vieques, in a span
of three days, over 170 people were arrested for
trespassing on "Navy land." Protestors were able to
hinder military practices was well as generate worldwide press coverage. Of those arrested were U.S.
Congressman Luis Gutierrez, Chicano actor Edward
James Olmos, Union leader Dennis Rivera, environmentalist Robert Kennedy, and African-American civil rights leader Al Sharpton.
As seen on Navy surveillance video and personal testimony, many of the civil disobedients were abused
and restrained with the use of excessive force. Some
protestors were forced to kneel on rocks for hours,
others were kicked, and several female protestors were
sexually harassed.

May 1
In Chicago, the Puerto Rican and Mexican community
united in a human chain that spanned much of the length of
Ashland Avenue. Participants then congregated in Union Park
to welcome Luis Gutierrez back from Vieques. The goal of the
human chain was to demand Amnesty for the 11 million undocumented workers in the U.S. and also Paz para Vieques.

June 16
The Puerto Rican Parade that is held downtown and also the Puerto Rican
People's Parade are dedicated to Vieques. For more on the Puerto Rican People's
Parade see page 12

6 Que Ondee Sola

Update: Vieques
June 19
With the renewal of bombing and training exercises in Vieques, the National Boricua
Human Rights Network organizes a march in Humboldt Park. The marchers, then
traveled to California and 26th Street joining members of the other Latino
communities as well as the African- American community to call for the
end to the criminalization to people of color. See page 10.

June 23
Jacqueline Jackson is arrested along with six others on Vieques.
While in prison she refused to pay for bail because it was excessive and because she was denied freedom on her own recognizance. Ms. Jackson is also placed in solitary confinement
for refusing a cavity search. She spends a total of 11 days
in a federal jail in Puerto Rico.

July 19
Numerous organizations such as the large union SEIU,
Operation Push, and the National Boricua Human
Rights Network organized a large march in Washington DC for peace in Vieques.

July 29
On this date "el referendum criollo" took place,
sponsored by the government of Puerto Rico,
Viequeneses traveled to the polls and voted for
one of three options regarding their future. Option
one is a vote in favor of the Navy remaining until
2003, basically following the Clinton/Bush decision
on Vieques. The second option demands that U.S.
Navy immediately withdrawal from Vieques. The
third option favors that the Navy continue to train
indefinitely with live bombs.
The voter turnout was over 80% and option two won
68% of the vote. While the U.S. Congress did not recognize the referendum, it sent a clear message across international waters that the people of Vieques want peace.
Since the death of David Sanes Rodriguez on April 19, 1999,
over 1,500 people have been arrested for acts of peaceful civil
disobedience. Many of those arrested have received large fines,
punitive jail sentences, and even excessive force.
During the last week of August, Congressman Luis Gutierrez will go
trial for his act of civil disobedience this past April. All his co-defendants
have gotten at least 20 days in prison.
Que Ondee Sola will continue to keep you updated about Vieques. QOS urges you to support
those in Chicago working on behalf ofpeace on Vieques.

September Edition
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Where's Our School I
Sabbi Foster

An empty lot on 31st and Kostner became home to
Latino community members on a hunger strike for
nineteen days this past May and June as an effort to
built a neighborhood high school in Little Village. In the
midst of the strike, they attended a Board of Education
meeting only to be ignored by CEO Paul Vallas and
assaulted by security. Vales said, "Little Village is not
the only area with overcrowding. You don 't see people
(elsewhere) threatening to inflict harm on themselves ... "
Perhaps Vallas hopes that his criminal neglect of the
next generation's right to an education will result in a
more docile population to administer to when he gets
his dream job as governor.
Vallas is right: Overcrowding plagues Latino
neighborhoods in Chicago. In Little Village's Whitney
Elementary School, double wide trailers have been used
for extra space for 27 years, tutoring has been conducted
in closets, and the principal must choose between having
a library or a computer lab. In Pilsen, Benito Juarez
High School has been reported, as recently as, 1999
not to have enough desks or textbooks for its students.
In the winter of 1995 six hundred students walked out
to protest classroom temperatures of 40 degrees due to
"structural problems" that had existed since construction.
Both Juarez High School and Clemente High School
of Humboldt Park were built only after community
members risked nonviolent civil disobedience.

In 1998 Springfield allotted funds for the building of
three high schools: two north side "selective enrollment"
schools that follow the model of Whitney Young, which
was until recently the only Chicago school that required
certain test scores for admission, and one neighborhood
school in Little Village. Thirty million dollars were to be
spent on each. The palatial Walter Payton High School
and Northside Prep are already in session. Northside
prep built at the cost of forty five million. A lot has been
bought and cleared for the Little Village High School
and has stayed that way for two years--the money
somehow gone. Now it is the activists' camp site named
"Tent City" and then renamed "Camp Ceasar Chavez"

B,nito Juar,t Hifh School has b,,n
reported, as r,c,ntl~ as, 1999 not
to hav, ,noufh desks or
textbooks tor ,ts students.
in honor of the Chicano migrant farm worker organizer
who also fasted to protest violence by farm owners
against union members. Rallies are still being held with
church, labor and community support: strikers from
V & V Supremo (Mexican cheese maker) and Palestinian
students have visited the campsite.
Northside Prep describes itself as a "global classroom."

8 Que Ondee Sola

Eight minutes are allowed between classes for
"socialization" for students in the vast hallways while
Broadway show tunes are piped in. Each student is
"wired" and the rooms, designed to provide panoramic
views of the river and the city skyline, are described to
be like those of a college or a museum. l\venty percent
of the rooms are unused. It boasts a conservatory and
a kiln room for pottery. Students have full privileges
at an academic teaching library at Northeastern Illinois
University. This is a world apart from what must be a
"local" classroom--the neighborhood school-- of high
discipline with its metal detectors.
Principals of other schools worry about losing their
high scoring pupils to Northside Prep and Walter
Payton. Testing has been proven to be stressful to selfesteem as well culturally and racially biased. It's not
a surprise therefore that Northside Prep is not meeting
desegregation guidelines as it has the highest percentage
of whites of any regional magnet in the year 2000: 40%.
Vallas defended this white enclave as "diversity," as
if middle class whites are attending the neighborhood
schools.
The neglect of Little Village and the missing funds is a
scandal of corruption in a city reaching new heights
of segregation every year. Racism from above by an
elite that is not all white any more with its slick denials
of silence is as confusing as it is toxic. Also, the fact
that popular dissent like the hunger strike is received
with contempt or portrayed as political manipulation is
further evidence of dysfunction. The demand for a high
school in Little Village should be a demand for a high
school that is no less gorgeous than Northside Prep. This
demand should supported and replicated across the city.
Editor's Note: On Monday, August 20, the Board ofEducation
announced that it would build the high school in La Villita.
Photography by Merida Rua.
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SL~\IER~ OR REDEN\'PTiON?
:J13NE TEENTJ! CELE'BR~TE0
Enrique Salgado, Jr.

Chicago- June 19, or June Teenth as it is known, is
a very important date within the African American
community. It was on this day that in 1865 Union
soldiers brought news to the slaves in Galvenston,
Texas that the Emancipation Proclamation had been
signed two years earlier and that they were no longer
slaves. The slaves revolted in response.
This piece of history echoed at a rally outside of Cook County Jail,
where a crowd of hundreds gathered to bring light to the issue of the
criminalization of communities of color. Cook County jail is one of the
largest correctional facilities in the nation with over 80% of its population being black and Latino males and females. The largely AfricanAmerican and Latino crowd rallied around the issue of expungement
that has been spearheaded by State Representative Constance "Connie"
Howard, who earlier this year proposed seven bills on this very issue.
These bills were introduced because criminal records are increasingly

10 Que Ondee Sola

of Klu Klux Klan members who called themselves representatives .. . They think we're a commodity and they
want to criminalize us. That is why we must unite and
stand together for justice."
preventing people of color from finding work and being
productive after having served their debt to society. Of
the seven bills, one bill passed the largely white committee of criminal law, and unanimously passed on the
house floor. That bill, which dealt with clearing the
records of the wrongly convicted was "killed" in the
State Senate. These "Second Chance Bills" are going
to be reintroduced next year. Only with public pressure
will the State Legislature pass these bills.

•• .:l'U'STiCE iS NOT 'l=R.EE!
~N~TtiiNG ~OU' O'BT~iN
iN ~N\ER.iC~ ~OU'
N\U'ST 'l=iGtiT 'l=OR.!'•
One of the other issues that was discussed was the
movement for unconditional amnesty for the estimated
11 million immigrants in this nation that work, live, and
pay taxes here but are treated as if they are modern day
slaves. Emma Lozano, of Centro Sin Fronteras, linked
the issue of amnesty with that of expungement when
she stated, "When I went to see Connie Howard in the
state capital to support expungement, I heard a bunch

Algie Crivens, who was wrongfully convicted of murder
and served eight years in prison, then released, stated,
"Justice is not free! Anything you obtain in America
you must fight for!" Mr. Crivens was released from
prison after the key witness in his original trial admitted to lying. Since his release Mr. Crivens has become
a strong advocate for the wrongly convicted. "It is time
for us to recognize that the criminal justice system
makes mistakes and we must show up in force when
someone is found innocent, just like we do when someone is found guilty. We must become unified on every
issue and strive for justice," Mr. Crivens stated.
The movement for expungement and actual criminal
justice will be focusing during the next phase on circulating statewide a petition in support of Rep. Howard's expungement bills. This issue is at the heart of
criminalization and it is affecting our communities in
immensely detrimental way. Support Expungement!
Editor's Note: UPRS will be circulating the petition at NEIU.
If you are interested in helping or just want more information
on expungement call us at ext. 4583.
September Edition
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' On June 16, the Puerto Rican community held their 24th People's
Parade. One of the things about the parade that many people don 't
know is that the People's Parade emerged from the Humboldt Park
riots in 1977. Not to be confused with the downtown Puerto Rican
· parade, the People's parade is dedicated every year to a cause, and
this year it was dedicated to the struggle of Vieques specifically to
its valiant fishermen.
The Juan Antonio Corretjer Puerto Rican Cultural Center, the primary
sponsor of the parade, was able to bring the mayor of the town
of Vieques, Damaso Serrano Lopez, and the Resident Commissioner
of Puerto Rico, Anfbal Acevedo Vila, as honorary guests. Another
honorary guest was the civil rights leader Jesse Jackson who has supported the people of Vieques and has advocated for the US Navy to
leave Vieques for many years. Our Congressman Luis Gutferrez, 26th
Ward Alderman Billy Ocasio, State Rep. Cynthia Soto and State Rep.
Willie Delgado were also in attendance. The musical group Plena
Libre participated and provided the parade with esa. musica. rica. our
plena puertorriquena.

......

This year's parade was quite unique. Luis Rosa, one of the Puerto
Rican ex-political prisoners, was contracted to paint planters and
garbage containers in Paseo Boricua. Mr. Rosa and several community members painted symbols of Puerto Rican culture and the
flags of many of the towns of Puerto Rico along the street. This
enhanced the parade's atmosphere and surely to some people it
seemed like they were in Puerto Rico.

'10 f
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Thanks to the honorary guests, the music, and the murals, the
parade was a huge success, and there were more people in the
parade than ever before. The Union for Puerto Rican Students and
Que Ondee Sola would like to thank all the community based
organizations, like the Puerto Rican Cultural Center, that truly work
to make this event happen, and in so doing help bring a sense of
pride to our community.

By Angela Garcfa and Jenny Feu Benson

Imagine that your livelihood is picking coffee cherries
from morning to night. Your calloused hands ache. The
bones in your body feel as if they will snap at any
minute. The rainwater filters down the mountainside,
the only source of drinking, bathing, or laundering water
in your rural community. You can bet it is beautiful,
but those treacherous mountainsides you have to climb
would be difficult to scale even if you didn't have that
100-pound sack of coffee cherries on your back. And
it is hot--You live in one of the 80 coffee producing
countries alongside the equator.
Now it's time to sell your
harvest. The only option
to sell your coffee to the
trading market is through
dollar industry in a middleman trader,
known as "coyotes" in
the global
Latin America. Maybe
market, just
you are indentured to him
because he has paid you
behind the oil
in advance, as little as
industry."
possible, for your harvest
in order for you to be
able to survive, eat, and invest in your crop. You are
forced to sell your cherries for far less than they are
worth. That middleman will now transport the crop and
sell them with a significant mark-up to a corporation
like Philip Morris. The coffee division of Philip Morris
will then take these raw cherries and ship them to
their roasting sites. They will be packaged for the end
consumer in cute little cans and bags with logos of
romanticized images of your farm. The price of the
product is again marked up for profit.

"Coffee is a
multi-billion

The coffee is sold at the supermarket or the local
coffee shop in the United States, Scotland, Germany,
Japan ... It has been stripped from farmers like you for
a consumer to enjoy "fresh roasted" coffee. How much
did the consumer pay for coffee today? How much
did you, the coffee-picker, receive for harvesting those
coffee cherries?
Coffee is a multi-billion dollar industry in the global
market, just behind the oil industry. Exploiting coffee
growers is common practice for corporations, coffee
importers and exporters, and middleman traders to
ensure that they reap maximum profit. After middleman
traders take their share, the price for coffee is about 70
cents per pound. Independent farmers earn about onethird of that, an average of 20 to 30 cents per pound
(Edward Alden, "US Offered Coffee With Conscience,"
The Financial Times 4 October 2000).
An effective way to obliterate this exploitation is to cut
out the middleman and deal directly with the cooperative farms. This is difficult to do in a country like
the United States, where most consumption is so far
removed from those whose labor brings us the product.
Such organizations as TransFair and Equal Exchange
lessen the gap between the consumer and the laborer,
by working directly with cooperative farms. By cutting
out the middleman, the farmers earn $1.26 per pound of
coffee, four times what they previously earned.
TransFair (www.transfair.org) works with a vast
network of shops that sell great tasting coffee that the
end consumer can enjoy knowing that a farmer did
not get ripped off. They work with cooperative farms
continued on page 17
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Thank you Vieques.
Thank you for the unity you have ushered.
Thank you for calling on students to be more than students,
to be civil disobedients, protesters, and advocates for peace.
Thank you for helping tear down the fears of our people.
Thank you for exposing one of the contradictions
of the "great" democracy to the north.

Thank you for taking back your land, piece by piece.
Thank you for resisting.

rr-i --<
/

II..

Thank you for your solidarity with all people under the heels of mihtarismV'
Thank you for refusing to be manipulated, bought or coerced.

~

C

Thank you for insisting that this is a human rights issue.
Thank you for voting for the second option.
Thank you for struggling against the strongest navy,
military in human history.
Thank you for the example you have become.
Our hope is that once Vieques is free, as it soon will be, that we continue to struggle until
we have peace and dignity in all of Puerto Rico.
In solidarity, we, the students of Union for Puerto Rican Students at Northeastern Illinois
University, cast our voice into the multitude worldwide that demand "Paz Para Vieques."

Sincerely,
The Union for Puerto Rican Students
"Struggling over 30 years for Puerto Rican self.determination"
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Budin de Pan
,h librc19epc1[)
4 tazas de leche

4 huevos batidos

told de azucar
1 cucharadita de canela
I

Ouite la corteza al pan y desmenuce. Anada
la leche y maje para que una bien. Espolvoree
las pasas con la harina y agregue al pan. Anada
los demas ingredientes. Vierta en un molde
engrasado y cueza en homo de calor moderado
de 40 a bo minutos. 16 raciones.
-Cocine a gusto

Coffee ... continued from page 13

in such countries as Mexico and Indonesia. With the
Fair Trade label, they certify that the farms are run
democratically, that members are treated fairly, and that
the coffee production process does not contribute to
polluting the land. They report that 85% of the coffee is
organic and shade-grown. TransFair then promotes the
coffee in the United States.
Equal Exchange (www.equalexchange.com), a company
based in Massachusetts, started manifesting the fairtrade tradition in 1986. They are a worker-owned
cooperative with 17 trading partners in Latin America,
Africa, and Asia, setting the foundation for conscientious
coffee sellers here in the U.S.
The fair-trade movement has made critical inroads in
the European market for about 12 years. About 5%
of the coffee sales in Holland and Switzerland, for
example, are fair-trade, whereas less than one-tenth of
a percent of coffee sales in the U.S. are fair trade (Jim
Carlton, "A Global Effort for Poor Coffee Farmers,"
The Wall Street Journal 23 November 1999). A lot of
progress has yet to be made. In 2000, due to intense
pressure from the activist group Global Exchange,
Starbucks consented to carrying Fair Trade coffee in
several of its locations. Starbucks representatives claim,
however, that the decision was in accordance with their
long-standing dedication to social issues (John Burgess,

"Deal Brews To Give Fairer Deal To Farmers," The
Washington Post 13 May 2000). The consumer will
typically pay a little more for fairly traded coffee, but
how much does your conscience cost?
My pride in Chicago labor history obligates me to quote
the late 19th century, revolutionary Lucy Parsons who
said in defense of the women workers in textile
mills, "When we look around for cheap bargains ...
it simply means the robbery of our sisters, for we
know that the things cannot be made for such cheap
prices and give the women who made them fair
wages" (Ashbaugh, Carolyn. Lucy Parsons: American
Revolutionary: Charles H. Kerr Publishing Company:
Chicago, p. 217; 1976). As the United States became
increasingly industrialized, Lucy Parsons recognized
that workers (women workers most critically) were
becoming more and more devalued. This treatment of
workers still continues in the United States, of course,
but as the world gets smaller with increased global
trade, the consumer dollar affects the laborers all over
the world more and more drastically.
Wake up America, and smell the fairly traded coffee!
Understand the facts and consumer responsibly instead
of devouring someone else's livelihood. Ask for fairly
traded coffee.
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BecAuse I Am ti-IE color of sAnd
You rAise your fists to reprimAnd.
BECAUSE I Am ti-IE color of SAnd
I cAnnot possibly understAnd.
So you mock my people And my trAditions
Expecting of me complete submission
SEAiing my lips con solo ingles
Como si fuerA or som el-low is
Tl-IE grEAtESt IAnguAgE En EStE mundo.
MAs sin embArgo es mAs profundo.
My LAtin tongue mi EspAnol
Mi culturA y mi tierrA del sol.
So mock me And CAIi m e nAmes.
Write up your IAws And plAy your silly little gAmes.
Hide bel-lind your stArs And your stripes
Bel-lind your constitution And All your stereotypes.
And you know wl-lAt cover your EArs And sl-lelter your eyes
And continue t o live t i-le AmericAn lie.
Justice for All, liberty, EQUAiity
01-1 but WAit tl-lAt doesn't include me
BecAuse I'm just A strAnger in tl-lis your IAnd
BECAUSE I'm brown ti-IE color of sAnd.
Or is it bECAUSE I HAVE flAVOr porQUE yo tengo SAbor
Or is it becAuse I'm strong y yo tengo el VAior
To struggle, to swEAt. And to figl-lt
Por my people, our freedom, And our rigl-lts.
Por tl-lis, tl-lis is my IAnd
And you know wl-lAt I do understAnd
CuAndo tu me I-IAblAs en solo Ingles
Wl-len you give me ti-lose looks tl-lAt you sweAr tl-lAt I missed.
Y si yo soy LAtinA con piel de ArEnA
Con ojos grAndes color cAnEIA.
TI-IAt'S WHO I Am tl-lAt'S WHO I'll be
So for one moment wAkE up And fACE rEAlity.
LAtinos WE ArE like g rAins of SAnd
So I-lot you cAn never possibly SQUEEZE us in your I-IAnd.
So go AI-IEAd And SEAi my lips con solo Ingles
Confine me to rock, blue jeAns, And sAndwicl-les.
MAkE me AssimilAtE, force me to cl-lAnge
To forget About my people, my IAnguAgE, And my nAmE.
But even if I do All tl-lAt
You cAn never deny ti-IE fAct.
TI-IAt I will AIWAYS be A strAnger in tl-lis your IAnd
BECAUSE I'm Brown ti-le color of SAnd.
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STATEMENT OF U.S. REP.
LUIS V. GUTIERREZ,
9-8-01
I am gratified that the Bush administration has joined
advocates for immigrants' rights in recognizing the
important contributions that Mexican nationals are
making to the U.S. economy and to communities across
America.
However, at this point, we have reason to fear that what
the administration is developing as a response to this
reality-- and what may likely be on the table during
the meetings between Secretary Powell, Attorney General Ashcroft and their counterparts- is merely a barebones program that would, in practice, relegate Mexicans living in the U.S. to second-class status among
immigrants and among their peers in the workforce.
By promoting exclusively-- or primarily- a guest worker
program absent any accompanying legalization mechanism, the Bush administration would be endorsing a
policy that is not far different from, and certainly not
much of an improvement upon, the precarious situation
in which these immigrants find themselves today.
Such a plan would be grossly unjust and greatly inconsistent. It would, on the one hand, serve as an admission of the fact that our economy cannot operate without the hard work of immigrant workers. However, if
the plan-- despite being based on that premise- nonetheless barred longtime residents from becoming fully
and permanently integrated into the country which they
quite literally have helped to build and grow, it would
fail the fundamental test of fairness and decency that
should mark our nation's immigration policy. The term
"guest" might sound hospitable, but a "guest worker"
program alone is not a remedy for the problems confronting immigrants nor for the long-term challenges
we face as a nation.
By contrast, a comprehensive legalization proposal
would offer the greatest protection to those immigrants

who are here today and would lead to maximum benefit
for all Americans who depend on their toil, talents and
taxes.
A legalization proposal offering full status to immigrants- a proposal along the lines of legislation I introduced earlier this year (H.R. 500) and reiterated in the
set of Democratic immigration principles unveiled last
week-- is the single option that represents fairness for
immigrants and secures a more prosperous future for
our country,
The President has said that he aims to case the
burden of employers who seek willing employees.
The President can
make great strides
toward that goal "The President can make great
strides toward that goal
through a program
that would fully through a program that would
legalize the status
fully legalize the status of
of people who are
in the country people who are in the country
today and have
today and have been for years"
been for years-working, raising families and contributing to the country's economic and fiscal health during that time.
Finally, while I welcome the discussions between the
U.S. and Mexico, I urge the President to recognize
a principle emphasized continually by immigration
advocates: namely, the concept of equitable treatment
for immigrants of all backgrounds. Immigrants' rights
advocates-- including, to their great credit, those representing predominantly Mexican nationals- are united
in demanding that certain groups of immigrants should
not be singled out for special treatment, in the form of
a particular benefit or a specific penalty, due to their
country of origin.
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by Yady Romero

re

what we want to do...
On behalf of the Union for Puerto Rican Students
(UPRSJ welcome back to another academic year.
We hope that last year was a successful one! To all
Incoming freshmen welcome to nEIU!
The Union for Puerto Rican Students is a 30-yearold student organization with a long history of
promoting Puerto Rican history, culture and aduocating student rights. nEIU has many different
clubs that might be of interest to you. We hope
that you will look Into UPRS and Que Ondee Sola
( the magazine you are reading). This·year, UPRS
hopes to haue double the actiuities we had last
year. lastly, here's a brief list of some of the
actiuities we want to do (tentatiuely]:
•Party or concert of some sort, maybe salsa or hip hop?

•Discussion on Uieques and flmnesty
•Paranda to celebrate la fiestas nauidenos

On September 13 at 6pm in the B-Wing Courtyard
UPRS will be hauing our ..Back to School Bombazo!
for these actiuities to take place we need your
Ideas, help and support! Let us know what actiuitles you want to see!
let me tell you what we did last semester on
campus. In the spring, we had our annual bombazo. fllso we brought former Puerto Rican political prisoner, Luis Rosa to speak to students about
his experiences and struggles. near the end of
the semester, we cosponsored a Uejigante mask
making actiulty with Chimexla. We also had a dis20 Que Ondee Sola

cussion about Humboldt Park deuelopment and Paseo Boricua.
UPRS also participated in many actiuities In
the community. On may 1, to show our support of amnesty for undocumented workers and
upaz para Uieques," we [and other nEIU students]
held hands in the human chain that stretched
along Hshland Huenue. On two different occasions
we joined successful trips to Springfield, IL to
support State Rep. Connie Howard's expungement
bills. for more information on these issues look
through this ediition of QOS.
This semester UPRS will be focusing on become
a support center for students. In particular, we
feel that Latino students often don't haue enough
support or help on campus. feel free to call or
e-mail us if you need information about classes,
financial aid, or anything that can make your college experience less bumpy. If we don't haue the
answers, we'll find someone who does. We are
always looking for students to join UPRS. Hmong
the benefits are meeting new people, learning
about Puerto Rican/ Latino culture and history,
in addition to, strengthening your leadership qualities, and really enhancing your awareness on
what's going on.
UPRS is working on being much more uisible this
year. Of course in this little space, I can't tell you
in detail what we are all about, but I encourage
you to drop by E-041 (below Beck's bookstore]. If
you can't find us just follow the smell of coffee,
popcorn, and maybe if you're lucky arroz con gandules... See you soon and haue terrific semester!
conTHCT us HT EXT. 4583 OR
QUEOnDEESOLH®HOTmfULCOm. SEE PHGE 23.

The Check out line

Latino Student WelcomeP.!-

We invite all NEIU students to check out
these FREE upcoming activities!
Also see page 5!

1/lu(5(io{, Stft. I3
!.40/!D
t-011

s.
Get free condoms at

-041 .

Supplies courtesy of Vida/SIDA.

If bad weather, go to SU-003 (next to cafeteria)

m s a

Ahora
E
Paz Para
Vieques

For more information call 773. 442.4583 or queondeeso/a@hotmail.com.
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ue Ondee Sola
1s looking for:
29 years old, Latino, student run ...
An independent student voice,
dealing with real issues ...
join or read- Que Ondee Sola .. .

•Photographers
•Writers
•Artists
•Proof-readers
•Ideas
•Criticism
•Good music
•Readers

E-041

(below Beck's Bookstore
across from the Student Lounge)

773-442-4583 • queondeesola@hotmail.com

